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The Therapy with the Crystal Sphere acc. to Peter Mandel

The therapy crystals are the outcome of a “collaboration” of a modern, successful health concept and esthetics. The former represented by Peter Mandel, the founder of Esogetic Medicine. The latter by the Swarovski Company in Wattens. Both are world leaders in their area of expertise.

At first glance the clear crystals are fascinating, precision cut pieces of jewelry. But appearances can be deceiving, they are ‘loaded’. They are the carriers of primal patterns. These are the holographic patterns of information, which are firmly anchored in all of nature and thus also in the human being. They are the ultimate judges in terms of health and disease, because they can change - for instance through conflicts.

If they have been suppressed, buried or blocked, they will “eat away” at our inner balance. Our harmonious foundational patterns are pushed off track and wrong information is the consequence. We are no longer “in our middle” and are opening the door wide for malaise, disease and pain. The therapy crystals guide our way back to harmony and well-being.

The great successes of Esogetic crystal therapy combined with intensive discussions with Prof. F. A. Popp led to the development of the crystal sphere for colorpuncture.

The starting point was the insight that the defined frequencies of “our colors’ possess a specific spectrum, which can be amplified many times through the specific cut and arrangement of the facets of the crystal sphere.

The successful results from the treatment with this new form of application are beyond average. A new dimension of colorpuncture has opened up by spreading the spectrum of the different colors in this way.

In earlier talks with Prof. Popp it became clear, that the color that we have defined as “light-green” is unfolding a special effectiveness in all tissue swellings and as an adjunct in tumor therapy.

In order to enhance this effect, we tested different types of crystal structures, which ultimately led to the crystal sphere that we are making available now.

According to Prof. Popp tumorous changes of cells and tissues show a rigidity in their spectrum. The red and crimson are dominant. The lightgreen spectrum on the other hand shows the dynamic potential of the cell.

That may be the reason, why the therapy with the crystal sphere and the lightgreen color is showing such spectacular successes.

All colors of colorpuncture are amplified in their effect, so that we are increasing the scope and frequency of its use in all indications.

On the following pages we have compiled some therapies that have a very specific connection to the treatment with the crystal sphere.
The New Segment Therapy according to Peter Mandel

No matter what type of disease we encounter, the segments can always be one of our primary considerations in the selection of a therapy.

We should remember the value of a segment:

Each segment, each zone according to Head, Mc Kenzie or others is an intermediary between the cause and the organ. Thus reflexes from these sectors (skin zones) affect on one hand the are of disease, but on the other hand also the causal sectors of life information.

That is one reason, why altered segments receive a priority in our therapeutic selection process.

The new therapeutic reflexes obtained with the crystal sphere are particularly valuable in this regard.

Let us look at the liver segment to demonstrate the treatment of the segments with the sphere.

1. Palpation of the segment.
2. The entire segment is lightly examined with the probe.
3. The painful points are treated with acupuncture/ piezoelectric impulses.
4. As a second step all established points are radiated with the crystal sphere for about 20 - 30 seconds. In the case of the liver segment we are using the color lightgreen.

In principle all segments can be treated with lightgreen and the sphere.

There are also some specific color correspondences.
Overview of the Segment Projections according to Peter Mandel

These are the locations of the segments and their specific color assignments:

1. Stomach
   - Lack of stomach acid: crimson
   - Stress phenomena of the stomach, hyperacidity: turquoise

2. Liver
   - Enzyme problems: lightgreen

3. Pancreas
   - Enzyme problems: crimson
   - Diabetes, pancreatitis: lightgreen

4. Duodenum
   - Stimulation: orange
   - Sedation: blue

5. Gallbladder: yellow/lightgreen
6. Gall ducts: yellow/lightgreen
7. Galbladder
8. Relating to the gall: yellow/lightgreen

9. Cardia center: blue

10. Solar plexus: blue
11. GV 16: blue
12. Heart projection: blue/orange (rose)
13. Heart segment rhythm/ neuroses: blue
14. Heart segment rhythm: blue
15. Reflection of the heart on the right side: orange/rose
16. Adrenal gland: orange
17. Kidney poles: red/crimson
18. Intestines: yellow/lightgreen
The Therapy of Remembrance with the Crystal Sphere

The term 'remembrance' was our starting point for this new approach towards degenerative states and diseases, because in static states it has been switched off.

For Peter Mandel the term implies the spiritual/ mental/ emotional as well as the cellular aspects of memory.

In Esogetic Medicine two points in particular are connected to the principle of remembrance.

1. The point at the hairline
2. The point on top of the root of the ear where it merges with the skull.

Peter Mandel has determined, that there is a chain of four connections assigned to Huter's love axis. From the top those are spirit/mind - soul - body and the remembrance of what has been and what is.

These combinations of points open the flow for information and are able to mobilize rigid states and blockages.

That gives us the following supraordinate indication:

Emotional stress/ conflict stress
Frozen reaction/ states of blockage
Adjuvant in systemic diseases
All degenerative destructive diseases

Location: On the line from the hairline to the upper root of the ear.

The treatment is conducted with the crystal sphere; the treatment sequence encompasses all 4 sectors on the line of remembrance.
The treatment is conducted with the crystal sphere; the treatment sequence encompasses all 4 sectors on the line of remembrance.

Zone of remembrance left, then right .................................................. crimson

Center of the body left and right

Zone of the body left, then right .................................................. lightgreen
Center of the soul left and right

Zone of the soul left, then right .................................................. turquoise

Center spirit/ mind left and right

Zone of the spirit/ mind left, then right ....................................... rose
Again Peter Mandel was able to recognize many new reflex zones by projecting onto the soles of the feet and he was able to integrate them into a variety of treatment protocols.

It stands out that in the area of the arch of the foot we find the shoulder/neck area, in the middle of the foot we find the solar plexus and in the middle of the heel we encounter the areas of the face and the occiput.

These are three zones that can be located fairly easily. They unburden the spine and the head and they stimulate the detoxification through the lymph system. These zones feel internally uplifting to the individual.

First we are massaging the three zones vigorously with the blunt end of the probe or a similar device, starting at the top and continuing towards the bottom (for about 1 min. right up to the pain threshold). Afterwards the zones are treated with the crystal sphere from the top down.

- Zone 1 left and right with turquoise
- Zone 2 left and right with rose
- Zone 3 left and right again with turquoise

Afterwards 1 - 2 drops of Esogetic Wildkräuteröl [wildcrafted herbal oil] should be applied to the zones.

Indications for the foot zones of the pelvis:

- Unburdening of the spine and the head, stimulation of the detoxification through the lymph system, stimulation of dreams.
The Four Life Streams

The treatment of the four life streams is an excellent therapy for degenerative states, but also for all other disturbances.

While working out his new somatotopies Peter Mandel noticed, that these four points had a particular connection with Life.

These points appear over and over again in the different treatment protocols. Therefore Peter Mandel has decided to call these four points the source of the four life streams of the human organism.

The treatment with the crystal sphere is able to induce deep regulatory impulses in the human body - soul - spirit principle.

Indication:
Stimulation of regeneration, resolution of blockages, degenerative types of disease, regulation of all physical systems, regeneration.

Treatment sequence:

Lifestream No. 1 ................................................................. crimson
Lifestream No. 2 ................................................................. lightgreen
Lifestream No. 3 ................................................................. turquoise
Lifestream No. 4 ................................................................. rose

Afterwards we are treating the lifestreams on the top of the skull.

Lifestream No. 1 - 2 fingerwidths (FW) behind GV 20 ........................................... crimson
Lifestream No. 2 - 2 FW in front of GV 20 .................................................. lightgreen
Lifestream No. 3 - 4 FW behind GV 20 ................................................... turquoise
Lifestream No. 4 - 4 FW in front of GV 20 ................................................. rose

The duration of treatment per point is about 20 seconds; a previous stimulation of the points through acupuncture/ piezoelectric impulses increases the therapeutic impulse.

If there is a negative reaction while radiating one point, the treatment of that point is concluded and the next point is chosen.
The Somatotopy of Life Streams 1 and 3

3 = is located 1 FW above the axillary fold turquoise
   → Correspondence: FC Liver/ Gallbladder

1 = is located opposite of CV 12 on the median crimson
   → Correspondence: FC Kidney/ Bladder

The Somatotopy of Life Streams 2 and 2

4 = CV 18
   → is located at about the middle of the sternum rose
   → Correspondence: FC Lung/ Large Intestine

2 = CV 12
   → is located halfway between the tip of the sternum and the navel lightgreen
   → Correspondence: FC SP/ Stomach
The Life Streams on Top of the Skull

1. FC Kidney/Bladder
2. FC Spleen-Pancreas/Stomach
3. FC Liver/Gallblader
4. FC Lung/Large intestine
The Esogetic Cross of Regeneration

Indications for the cross of regeneration:

Symptoms of loss of vitality, lack of oxygen in the tissues, iron deficiency anemia, changes in the RBCs (especially in the hemoglobin), creation of power potentials.

The first point is located on top of the seventh cervical vertebra, the second and third are found slightly below the scapula, while the patient is pulling his arms a bit towards the front. The fourth point is located on a line between points 2 and 3 right on the spine. The fifth point can be found at the transition from L5 to the sacrum.

We are treating with acupuncture and piezoelectric impulses. Then we continue with the application of color and the crystal sphere (30 sec. per point):

- **Point 1**: orange
- **Point 2**: red
- **Point 3**: red
- **Point 4**: red
- **Point 5**: orange

Treatment of the Thyroid Gland

Radiation of the lobes of the thyroid on the left and right, for 1 - 2 minutes each only with lightgreen (exclusively).

Indications:

Anxiety syndrome, restlessness, speech problems, stuttering in children, stimulation of the endocrine metabolic situation (obesity).
Rhythm Therapy in combination with the “synapsis-point®”

Indication: Stimulation of the lymph system, focal intoxication, painful conditions, “lymphatic buffer”.

1. Acupuncture (10 minutes) or 10 piezoelectric impulses.
2. Rhythm treatment
   - Point 1: beta
   - Point 2: delta
   - Point 3: alpha
   - Point 4: theta
3. Colorpuncture with the crystal sphere
   - Point 1: crimson
   - Point 2: lightgreen
   - Point 3: turquoise
   - Point 4: rose

Local treatments

Lightgreen can be used for all swellings, tissue changes, tumors etc. The duration of radiation can be up to half an hour a day.

If there is an enlargement or a knot of the thyroid gland, each side can be radiated for max. 10 min. with lightgreen (see previous page).
Crystal-Vision according to Peter Mandel

in unison with nature

Experience the Healing Power of the Crystals